APPENDIX A: MAPS

MAP D1: DENT CONSERVATION AREA PROPOSED REVISED BOUNDARY AND OPPORTUNITY SITES

MAP D2: SIGNIFICANT OPEN SPACES, TREES AND WOODLAND;

MAP D3: POSITIVE BUILDINGS

MAP D4: DATE OF BUILDINGS, AS SHOWN ON ORDNANCE SURVEY MAPS

MAP D5: HISTORICAL ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP, 1856

MAP D6: HISTORICAL ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP, 1889

MAP D7: HISTORICAL ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP, 1912

MAP D8: LISTED BUILDINGS IN DENT CONSERVATION AREA (PROPOSED REVISED BOUNDARY)
MAP D1: Dent Conservation Area proposed revised boundary and opportunity sites
MAP D2: Significant Open Spaces, Trees and Woodlands
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D8 Listed buildings in Dent Conservation Area (proposed revised boundary)